We highlight a critical regulatory loop of neuronal bursting, controlling among other things a sweeping modulation between tonic firing and bursting. This regulatory loop is simple to assess experimentally or in a computational model but it is also subtle and sometimes overlooked because of its dynamical nature: it relies on a distinction between ionic currents that provide slow positive feedback and those that provide fast positive feedback. Our results suggest that currents that provide slow positive feedback are essential to the robustness and modulation of intrinsic modes of neuronal activity. Because of its cellular nature, this regulatory loop has implications on neuromodulation of rhythmic circuits at any broader scale.
Introduction
While the function of neuronal bursting is still debated and probably diverse, the continuous modulation between distinct firing patterns is an important signaling component of many nervous functions.
Those include muscle contraction orchestrated by central pattern generators [1] , control of sleep, wakefulness and attention in thalamocortical circuits [2, 3] , and electrosensing of the electric fish [4] .
Voltage recordings in those references suggest that the bursting type varies a lot from one system to another but that the transition from spiking to bursting is robustly regulated in all of them. All transitions share a sharp separation between the low frequency of spikes in tonic firing and the high frequency of spikes during bursts.
The mechanisms of this regulation are still poorly understood. At the physiological level, they seem to involve a variety of ionic currents and neuromodulators, see e.g. the review [5] . At the modeling level, most textbooks on computational and mathematical neuroscience include a chapter on bursting, but mathematical models focus on a particular bursting mode rather than on modulating between distinct firing patterns. How to generate a particular bursting trace is a question that has received far more attention than how to robustly regulate the physiological transition between tonic firing and bursting, or between different bursting types.
We propose that the regulation of bursting critically relies on a distinction between intrinsic currents that provide slow positive feedback and currents that provide fast positive feedback. This distinction is basic but also subtle because of its dynamical nature. In an experimental study, it cannot be assessed from a static information such as the I-V curve. Instead, it requires dynamic information, such as the transient current response of a step voltage-clamp experiment. In a computational study, a model can accurately capture the balance of different ionic currents at steady-state and yet completely miss the dynamical distinction between slow and fast positive feedback by disregarding the difference in activation time constants. This frequently happens due to the lack of dynamic data or in a effort to simplify cellular models for network simulations.
Our results show that the slow positive feedback loop is central to the regulation of bursting and therefore a primary target for neuromodulators. In particular, it is the primary regulatory loop that is modulated in a sweeping transition between spiking and bursting. Furthermore, the balance of the slow positive feedback loop with respect to the other regulatory loops of a bursting neuron is what determines modulatory paths between different types of bursting as well as degeneracy paths along which large variations of conductance parameters can be tolerated without affecting the firing pattern.
Bursting models that lack a slow positive feedback loop are rigid and fragile. They require different mathematical models for different types of neuronal activity and lead to aberrant firing patterns in the presence of small parameter variations or external noise.
While the analysis in this paper is performed at the single cell level, the discussion provides evidence that slow positive feedback at the cellular level critically impacts the robustness and tunability of circuit and network rhythms as well. This suggests that accounting for the dynamical difference highlighted in this paper is strongly relevant for neuromodulation studies at every scale and therefore a feature that merits attention both from experimentalists and modelers.
Results
The dynamical signature of robust and tunable bursting Figure 1 .A uses a computational model to illustrate a physiological transition from tonic firing to bursting and the corresponding change in a voltage clamp experiment around threshold potential: the current response carries a distinctive transient marker of the neuronal rhythm. We call this transient signature slow in that it separates the early or fast response present in every excitable cell from the late or ultraslow convergence to steady-state. We propose that the control of this slow transient is a critical ingredient of bursting regulation. In bursting mode, the slow transient is inverse i.e. opposite to the voltage perturbation: it mimicks in a slower time scale the early response. In tonic firing mode, the slow transient is in the same direction as the voltage perturbation: it mimicks the monotone behavior of the late response.
The figure was generated using a computational model from the literature [6] with seven voltageand time-dependent conductances as well as a leak conductance (see Methods). The modulation from tonic firing to bursting is obtained by varying the relative strength of the calcium conductances (gCa) and A-type potassium conductance (gA). This modulation defines a modulatory path in the parameter space of the two maximal conductances (Path a-b in Figure 1 .A ). Other paths in that same plane result in almost no change in the neuronal activity (Path c-d in Figure 1 .A ). Both the firing pattern and the slow voltage clamp signature are conserved along such degeneracy paths.The coexistence of degeneracy and modulatory paths has been shown to be critical for robust neuromodulation [7] . We propose that the slow transient of the voltage clamp is a unambiguous signature for such studies. Experimental evidence of this signature has been reported in the literature. For instance, the modulatory effects of the peptide CabPK in regulating a cellular and circuit bursting rhythm in current clamp were assessed through a slow transient signature in voltage clamp [8] . The same signature was used in [9] to assess the cooperativity of persistent sodium and calcium currents in burst excitability of Purkinje cells.
In the computational model used in Figure 1 We stress that the modeling difference between Figure Bursting and its modulation are also often studied experimentally through slow oscillatory potentials (SOPs) observed in the absence of spikes (by blocking sodium channels). But a slow oscillation is not a reliable signature of bursting per se. Fig 2. B illustrates that a slow oscillation does not necessarily discriminate between tonic firing and bursting because it does not discriminate between fast and slow positive feedback. Fast or instantaneous activation of a calcium channel as in Figure   1 .B will generate neither the slow transient voltage clamp signature nor bursting. But it provides a steady-state inward current that can be sufficient to destabilise the resting potential and generate a slow oscillatory potential. Once again, the dynamic role of a given current cannot be inferred from its static properties.
The feedback motif of robust and tunable bursting
Conductance-based modeling provides a direct bridge from a voltage-clamp signature to its mathematical modeling counterpart. In their seminal work, Hodgkin and Huxley modeled the action potential voltage-clamp signature as the sum of an early and a late currents : the fast activation of an inward current (sodium) accounts for the early inverse response whereas its slow inactivation combined with the slow activation of an outward current (potassium) accounts for the late monotone response. In the language of circuit theory, the former provides a fast negative conductance whereas the latter provides a slow positive conductance. In a more general modeling framework, the early current provides fast positive feedback (or fast regenerativity) whereas the late current provides slow negative feedback (or slow restorativity).
Following the same approach to describe the voltage-clamp signature of bursting, we see that the distinctive ingredient of a burster is an additional current that provides slow positive feedback (or slow regenerativity). Physiological contributors of such currents include any inward current that activates slowly relative to sodium (for instance the whole family of calcium currents with slow activation or resurgent sodium channels [10] ) and any outward current that inactivates slowly (for instance fast potassium channels [11] ). In the presence of a slow positive feedback current, the late monotone response of the voltage-clamp requires a current that provides ultraslow negative feedback, such as calcium-activated potassium currents.
When translated into a feedback motif, the voltage clamp signature highlighted in Figure 1 requires four distinct feedbacks: two positive feedbacks, one fast and one slow, and two negative feedbacks, one slow and one ultraslow. In Figure 1 , the presence or absence of slow positive feedback is what distinguishes bursting from spiking.
The four feedback loops are essential for robustness and modulation of the firing pattern. The two positive feedback loops are essential for robustness because they ensure that the firing patterns are a mixture of four discrete states : rest, spikes, SOPs, and bursts. Each of the four discrete states corresponds to the positive feedbacks being turned on or off. Figure 3 .A illustrates the four discrete states.
The property that a continuous behavior has the discrete reading of a finite automaton is a typical feature of the positive feedback motif. The positive feedback of any autocatalytic process is essential to switch-like behaviors. The distinct fast and slow positive feedback loops endow the firing pattern with an endogenous source of fast switch (necessary for robust spiking) and a distinct endogenous source of slow switch (necessary for robust bursting). Physiologically, those observations correlate with the necessity of fast regenerative channels for spiking (typically sodium) and the necessity of slow regenerative channels for bursting (typically calcium).
The two negative feedback loops are essential for modulation because they allow to modulate the relative strength of the two positive feedback loops both in time and in amplitude. Figure 3 .B illustrates the modulation capabilities of the four feedback motif. All traces shown in Figure 3 are generated from the same model, by continuous paths in the parameter space of maximal conductances.
Conductance parameters are not tuned by a random exploration of the parameter space. Instead, they are tuned to modulate the relative strength of the four distinct feedbacks. The negative feedbacks provide a continuous modulation of the firing activity between the four discrete states ensured by the positive feedbacks. The reader will notice that Figure 3 .B-right reproduces three different types of bursting that have traditionally be associated to different mathematical models of bursting.
The modeling distinction between the four feedback loops of the motif do not necessarily match the physiological distinction between distinct ion channel types. For instance, sodium channels usually provide a source of fast positive feedback through their activation and a source of slow negative feedback through their inactivation. More generally, a same current can contribute to several of the four feedback loops. But a particular modulation scenario will usually have a clear interpretation in terms of the four feedback loops. Central to this paper, the modulation from spiking to bursting will inevitably involve a balance between the slow positive feedback provided by slow regenerative channels and the slow negative feedback provided by slow restorative channels. The paper [12] computed this balance in six published models of the literature and the conclusion related in all six models to experimental evidence of a transition from spiking to bursting. The paper [13] provides a mathematical analysis of the four feedback motif grounded in singularity theory [14] . The paper [15] introduces the concept of dynamic input conductances to map the modulation of feedback loops to the modulation of conductance parameters in an arbitrary conductance-based model. What is central to the message of the present paper is that the slow positive feedback is key to a feedback motif that robustly accounts for modulation from spiking to bursting.
In the four feedback motif, the slow positive feedback is of particular interest: it plays a prominent role in robustness and modulation and yet it is not necessary to bursting. In fact, most textbook mathematical models of bursting as well as many computational models of bursting lack the slow positive feedback and only rely on a three feedback motif. The rationale is simple: a spiking model only requires two feedback loops (fast positive and slow negative), and an additional ultraslow negative feedback is sufficient to create an oscillation between the two discrete states of a spiking neuron. In this approach, bursting is seen as the result of a slow adaptation between resting and spiking. This minimal three feedback motif is at the core of textbook expositions of bursting such as Chapter 9 in [16] , Chapter 9 in [17] , and Chapter 5 in [18] . It was originally proposed in the work of Chay and Keyser [19] on secretory (pancreatic) cells.
The three feedback loop motif is sufficient to reproduce bursting traces but the absence of the slow positive feedback loop makes those models rigid and fragile in the space of parameters: they lack modulation capabilities and small parameter variations strongly affect the bursting pattern. Figure 4 illustrates the striking contrast between the fragility of models of the literature that lack slow positive feedback and the robustness of models that include slow positive feedback. The absence of modulation is a consequence of the fragility of parameters. Rigid models lack modulation or degeneracy paths such as those illustrated in Figure 1 . Fragile models easily introduce artefacts in network computational studies. For instance, a main discussion in the recent study [20] is about a modulation of spike height in bursting both in experiment and in computation but all computations rest on the fragile CA1 model at the cellular level (see the large variability of spike height in Figure 4 .C).
The modified CA1+ model (see Methods for details) also illustrates that robustness and modulation can be recovered in a three feedback bursting model by adding one distinct source of slow positive feedback. The same is true for many computational models of the literature, that do model sodium and calcium as distinct physiological currents but do not model the distinction between fast and slow regenerative channels by setting both activation variables at steady-state. This practice is common because it reduces the dimension of the conductance-based model. The resulting reduced models lack robustness and modulation but those properties can be recovered by simply restoring the physiological time scale separation between fast and slow regenerative channels. currents that provide a slow negative conductance, or equivalently a slow positive feedback. This role can only be captured in models that respect the time scale separation between ion channels that provide fast positive feedback and those that provide slow positive feedback.
Discussion
This time scale separation is well acknowledged in the ion channel literature. For instance, activation and inactivation of calcium channels is often described as similar to activation and inactivation of sodium channels, but up to fifty times slower for some of them [21] , [22, p.127 ]. But it is often neglected in mathematical and computational modeling. For instance, Figure 5 .6 in the textbook [17] refers to both sodium and calcium activation as fast. The section on calcium channels in the recent textbook [18] also suggests that calcium and sodium channels have similar dynamics. In computational modeling, it is widespread practice to set both the calcium and sodium activation to steady-state when reducing the complexity of a model (See supplementary material for a list of important papers that make that assumption). In fact, the lack of distinction between slow and fast positive feedback is more the rule than the exception in neuronal modeling, suggesting that the role of slow negative conductances in neuromodulation is underappreciated.
Slow positive feedback is necessary and sufficient to make a burster robust and tunable Slow positive feedback is not necessary to bursting but it endows a burster with robustness and modulation properties. In the absence of a regulatory loop that provides slow positive feedback, a bursting model is necessarily rigid and fragile. It lacks modulatory paths in the space of maximal conductance parameters and tiny perturbations of the model parameters cause large variations in the bursting trace. Adding slow positive feedback in such models is sufficient to make the burster robust and tunable.
This observation points to an important feature that should be retained in computational models aiming at neuromodulation studies. For many of them, the slow positive feedback regulatory loop is recovered by simply restoring the physiological time scale of slow regenerative channels.
This observation is also of significance for the mathematical theory of bursting. Starting with the seminal work of Rinzel [23, 24] , the mathematical theory of bursting has relied on a classification based on the possible bifurcations that can govern the transition between rest and spike. The recent work of Izhikevich [17] provides up to 16 different such mechanisms. Most mathematical bursters are however minimal in the sense that they rely on a three rather than four feedback motif and lack the slow positive feedback. Those models lack modulation capabilities and different models are required to model different bursting types. In contrast, the four feedback motif provides a sweeping modulation between the four discrete states that govern any bursting trace. This suggests that regulatory mechanisms might be a valuable complement to bifurcation mechanisms in a mathematical theory of bursting.
Slow positive feedback at the cellular level impacts robustness and tunability at other scales Studying neuromodulation in a cellular model grounded on the four feedback motif provides novel insight about how different neuromodulators can regulate different firing patterns by targeting different ionic conductances or receptors [15] . But the role of the cellular slow positive feedback has also been demonstrated at broader scales. The recent study [25] illustrates its importance in the classical halfcenter oscillator, one of the most extensively studied rhythmic circuits. The circuit is shown to be robust and tunable only in the presence of slow positive feedback at the cellular level. This analysis is pursued in [26] . T-type calcium channels are shown to play a critical role in enabling fast transitions between brain states over a broad range of temporal and spatial scales. The whole range of network rhythms collapses as soon as the activation of those channels is not slow, illustrating the key role of a cellular slow positive feedback at the network level. All those results suggest that the property studied at the cellular level in the present paper is relevant at other scales as well and an important ingredient of neuromodulation.
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Methods
All simulations and analyses were performed using the Julia programming language. The Julia code is freely available upon request. Figure 1A is generated using the STG model described in [6] . Briefly, the model is composed Figure 2A top is generated using the STG model described in [38] . Briefly, the model is Figure 2A bottom is generated using the same STG model as Figure 1A . Parameters used in the simulations are as in 1A exceptḡ N a = 800 mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,T = 10 mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,S = 8 mS cm −2 , g A = 10 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,DR = 120 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,Ca = 50 mS cm −2 (tonic mode) orḡ N a = 800 mS cm −2 , g Ca,T = 1 mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,S = 1 mS cm −2 ,ḡ A = 10 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,DR = 120 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,Ca = 50 mS cm −2 (bursting mode). Voltage steps in the voltage clamp experiments are from −44mV to −42mV . Figure 2B bottom is generated using the Plant R15 aplysia model as described in [39] . Briefly, the model is composed of a leak current I leak , a transient sodium current I N a , a persistent calcium current I Ca , a delayed rectifier potassium current I K,DR , a calcium activated potassium current I K,Ca .
Parameters used in the simulation are as follows. C = 0.8 µF, cm −2 , V N a = 30 mV , V K = −75 mV , V Ca = 140 mV , V leak = −40 mV ,ḡ leak = 0.003 mS cm −2 ,ḡ N a = 4 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,DR = 4 mS cm −2 , g Ca = 0.006 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,Ca = 0.04 mS cm −2 . Voltage steps in the voltage clamp experiments are from −80mV to −40mV . Figure 2B top is generated using the same model and parameters as Figure   2B bottom, except that the calcium current activation is 100 times faster. Figure 3 bottom left is generated using the same STG model as Figure 1A . Parameters used in the simulations are as in Figure 1A except the following. Case Weakly Bursting:ḡ N a = 1200 mS cm −2 , g Ca,T = 1. mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,S = 4. mS cm −2 ,ḡ A = 10 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,DR = 40 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,Ca = 8 mS cm −2 . Case Bursting: g N a = 1200 mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,T = 1. mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,S = 7. mS cm −2 , g A = 8 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,DR = 40 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,Ca = 13 mS cm −2 . Case Strongly Bursting: g N a = 1200 mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,T = 10. mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,S = 8. mS cm −2 ,ḡ A = 10 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,DR = 120 mS cm −2 , g K,Ca = 40 mS cm −2 . Figure 3 bottom right is generated using the same STG model as Figure 1A . Parameters used in the simulations are as in Figure 1A Nominal models in Figure 4 are given as follows. The STG model is the same as Figure 1A with maximal conductance parameters:ḡ leak = 0.1 mS cm −2 ,ḡ N a = 1200 mS cm −2 ,ḡ Ca,T = 6.5. mS cm −2 , g Ca,S = 9.75 mS cm −2 ,ḡ A = 100 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,DR = 80 mS cm −2 ,ḡ K,Ca = 40 mS cm −2 . The Plant R15 model and parameters are the same as given in [39] . The pancreatic beta cells model and parameters are the same as described in [19] . The thalamocortical (TC) model and parameters are the same as given in [36] . The CA1 model and parameters are the same as given in [37] . The modified 
